
What would you like your 
room to be?

# 1. Work on prepositions of 
place: look at the  picture and 
correct the mistakes.
Don’t rewrite sentences, just 
correct.
Ex.: opposite – NEAR
# 2. Do ex.2, p.92 from 
your book.



How is the room?

 # 3. Look at the  picture on p.92.in your book. Use as many 
adjectives  from the box (p. 87) as you can:

The room is untidy.



# 4. Look at the  picture on p.92.in your book again and match the columns. The answer 
should be like this: 1  f  2

1. It isnt a/ too bad to 1) Keep good eyesight
2. The work 
table is 

b/ well-organised to 2) Protect your back 

3. The 
lightning is 

c/ comfortable enough to 3) Share it with somebody

4. The chair is d/ too small to 4) Keep lots books there
5. The 
bookcase is 

e/ to small to 5) relax

6. The lamp is f/ cosy enough to 6) Illuminate well this room
7. The 
atmosphere 
isnt 

g/ big enough to 7) Keep things to hand

j) Too uncomfortable to



# 5. Make a list of your wishes about your own room as in 
the  example

I would prefer / love to have 

A really  big  work
table  to  keep  all
things   to   hand;
-
-
-

I would not prefer / like

Sharing    it   with  my   little    
sister;

-
-
-



How to say about wishes
 ex. 4b, p,84.
1) I wish I didn’t grow fruit in my 

back yard.

2) I wish I could lived in a tree 
house.

3) I wish I redecorated a house.

4) I wish I had very noisy 
neighbours.

Study new grammar 
(p.84, “the LOOK box”)
# 6. Use the rule to  correct  
the mistakes in ex. 4b, p,84.
Don’t rewrite sentences, just 

correct.
Ex.: opposite – NEAR



Grammar practice: 
# 8. additional task

# 7. p.93, ex. 3.from 
your book


